
The Birth of an Epistemic Indefinite: vaegy in Transylvanian Hungarian

1 Introduction
The emergence and evolution of indefinites has steadily been receiving more attention in the 
typological and theoretical literature (Haspelmath 1997, Jäger 2010, Aguilar-Guevara et al 2010,  
Gianollo 2018). The emergence and reinforcement of the so-called epistemic meaning component (the 
cognitive agent's ignorance and/or indifference, plus a very weak existential commitment) has also been
the focus of recent work (Aguilar-Guevara et al 2010, Jayez and Tovena 2011, Gianollo 2018).  In our 
talk, we discuss the birth of the epistemic indefinite vaegy ‘some or other’ in Transylvanian Hungarian. 
Vaegy is a recent addition to indefinite determiners, having developed over the course of the last two 
centuries: this recency makes it possible to map the various steps of grammaticalization precisely with 
the help of corpus data. The study of vaegy is cross-linguistically relevant as, unlike French quelque, 
Spanish cualquiera Dutch wie dan ook, and Standard Hungarian valami; vaegy has not evolved from a free 
relative structure; accordingly, its epistemic meaning component did not originate from the free choice 
meaning component typical to free relatives. Rather, we will show that vaegy developed from a 
compound involving the disjunctive coordinator vagy (‘or’) and the numeral egy (‘one’) through several 
successive steps of reanalysis. We will also claim that the hypothesis of fossilization of pragmatically 
inferred information as the general mechanism of the grammaticalization of epistemic indefinites 
(Aguilar et al 2010) cannot be upheld in its strongest form: more complex grammaticalization pathways 
are also attested.

2 Data
For our study, we compiled a corpus containing 172 utterances of vaegy. Sources for the historical data 
include the Hungarian Historical Corpus and various digitized print works accessible in repositories 
such as the Hungarian Electronic Library (the oldest attestation is from 1860). Data reflecting current 
usage were collected from the Hungarian National Corpus and also from newspapers, blogs and 
discussion forums. Since vaegy is mainly used in colloquial registers; ethnographic interviews, private 
letters, diaries, blogs and discussion forums were prominent sources. As far as current usage is 
concerned, grammaticality judgements were also tested with native speakers.

Vaegy is attested in three different but related uses in Transylvanian Hungarian (a dialect group of
Hungarian spoken in North-Western Romania):

 indefinite determiner (‘some’): [[vaegysome]] = λf.λg. |{x: f(x) = 1} ∩ {x: g(x) = 1}| > 0
(Barwise and Cooper (1981); note that we use equivalent reformulations of the well-known 
formulae here and below in order to accentuate the deep similarities between the various uses 
of vaegy):

(1) Férfiak nemigen vótak velünk, vajegy legény ütötte bé magát.
men not.really be:PAST:3PLwith.us some youth hit:PAST:3SG in self:ACC

‘We did not really have any grown men with us, some youths did show up.’
 epistemic indefinite determiner (some or other) [[vaegyEI]] = λf.λg.|{h(f)} ∩ {x: g(x) = 1}|=1 

where h is a choice function (Reinhart 1997) such that vaegy ‘some or other’ is antispecific 
(Farkas 2002ab, Jayez and Tovena 2006, Aloni and Port 2010, Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-
Benito 2010, Giannakidou and Quer 2013) and is characterized by weak existential 
commitment:

(2) Ha létezik vaegy update le fogod tudni tölteni.
if exist:3SG some.or.other update down will:2SG be.able.to:INF load:INF

‘If some update or other is available, you will be able to download it.’
 approximator of a numeral: [[vaegyapproximately n f]] = λg.|{x: f(x) = 1}∩{x: g(x) = 1}| ≈ n1

(3) Ma elmentek vaegy tízen bányamunkára alsórákosiak.
today leave:PAST:3PL approximately ten mine.work.onto Alsórákos:native:PL

‘Today, about 10 people from Alsórákos left for work in the mines.’

1 Note that we used the formulation above in order to steer clear of some of the controversial topics in the analysis of 
approximators which, however, do not directly affect our analysis. For a recent discussion, see Khrizman and Rothstein 
(2015) and references.



3 Analysis
The first step of grammaticalization involved the reanalysis of vagy ‘or’ into vagy ‘approximately’:

(4) négy vagy öt óra → vagy öt óra
four or five hour appr. five hour
‘four or five hours’ ‘approximately five hours’

This was followed by the reanalysis of vagy egy ‘appr. one’ sequences as ‘approximately’:
(5) vagy egy fél kiló kenyér → vagyegy fél kiló kenyér

or a half kilo bread appr. half kilo bread
λg.MEAS({x:br(x)=1}∩{x:g(x)=1})≈<1;half-kilo> λg.MEAS({x:br(x)=1}∩{x:g(x)=1})≈<0.5;kilo>

‘appr. one half-kilo of bread’ ‘appr. half kilo of bread’
This was followed by phonological weakening (lenition): vagyegy → vajegy → vaegy. The final step was the
reanalysis of vaegy ‘approximately’ as an epistemic indefinite. One facilitator was that in Hungarian (as in
many other languages), epistemic indefinites are used as approximators (cf. some five years ago). Also, 
Transylvanian Hungarian has been in strong contact with Romanian, and the Romanian epistemic 
indefinite vreun (derived from  ‘want+one’, cf. Farkas 2002b, Fălăuş 2014 a.o.) is very similar to vaegy 
both phonologically and also, partially, in its morphology (both containing a remnant of the numeral 
‘one’). This means that it was easy for language learners to recategorize vaegy as an epistemic indefinite:

(6) vaegy öt óra → vaegy öt óra
appr. five hour EI five hour
‘appr. five hours’ ‘some five hours’

We will show based on corpus data that, similarly to vreun, vaegy ‘EI’ is only licensed in environments 
that are compatible with weak existential commitment (in epistemic modals, the protasis of  
conditionals, imperatives, adversatives, desideratives, purposives, questions and habituals).2

Vaegy as a standard indefinite determiner (‘some’) was the result of a separate grammaticalization 
pathway: vagy egy ‘appr. one’ (|.|≈1) being reinterpreted as vagyegy ‘some’ (|.|>0). This reinterpretation 
is natural: while some technically signals any positive cardinality, it is pragmatically taken to signal a small
cardinality, which is close to ‘approximately one’. The reanalysis was also facilitated by the fact the 
numerically premodified nouns in Hungarian are in the singular.

(7) vagy egy alma → vagyegy alma
appr. one apple some apple
‘appr. one apple’ ‘some apples’

The steps of grammaticalization can be mapped as follows:
vaegy ‘appr.’ vaegy ‘epist. indef.’

(8) vagy egy ‘or one’  vagy egy ‘appr. one’
vaegy ‘some’
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2 This differentiates vaegy (‘EI’) from Standard Hungarian valami (‘ei’), which does not have a weak existential supposition. 
The better-studied dependent-distributive reduplicated indefinites (Farkas 2002ab) such as egy-egy (‘one-one’) differ from
both vaegy and valami in that they are not antispecific, but rather, their value assignment is dependent on another 
operator in the environment. 


